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Abstract 9 

Recent hurricane events have exposed the susceptibility of petrochemical facilities to severe 10 

transportation network disruptions due to flooding or storm surge. Network disruptions can result 11 

in cascading impacts or amplify the consequences of damage to petrochemical infrastructure due 12 

to delayed emergency response and limited access to the site. This study presents a scenario-based 13 

framework to assess the accessibility of petrochemical facilities by emergency responders and 14 

workers during storm surge events. First, the framework couples storm surge modeling with 15 

aboveground storage tank fragility models to determine the locations where natural hazard-16 

triggered technological (NaTech) events could occur. Then, storm surge modeling is coupled with 17 

bridge fragility models and geographic system analysis to evaluate the potential for network 18 

disruptions such as bridge failures and road inundations. Finally, probabilistic network analyses 19 

are performed to evaluate the time-evolving accessibility of NaTech sites to emergency responders 20 

and facility workers. As a proof of concept, the framework is applied to a case study area. Results 21 

for the case study area demonstrate that the proposed framework is a powerful tool to quantify the 22 

accessibility of potential NaTech events, facilitate mitigation and emergency activities, and 23 

improve the management of critical resources and personnel during and after a storm. 24 

Keywords: storm surge; road network; bridges; storage tanks; accessibility analysis; NaTech. 25 

1. Introduction 26 

Due to their location in coastal areas, petrochemical facilities are often exposed to natural hazards 27 

such as flooding and storm surge. As a consequence, petrochemical infrastructure, especially 28 

aboveground storage tanks (ASTs), have suffered damage resulting in the release of hazardous 29 

chemicals (i.e. NaTech events) during almost every major storm event in the US since 1990 [1]. 30 
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During Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, damage to petrochemical infrastructure caused the release of 31 

more than 30 million liters of hazardous chemicals [2]. More recently, during Hurricane Harvey, 32 

at least 2 million liters of hazardous chemicals were spilled as a result of damage to petrochemical 33 

infrastructure [3]. Such spills can result in severe environmental impacts to wildlife and sensitive 34 

ecosystems as well as economic impacts due to cleanup costs, lawsuits, and disruption of port 35 

activities. Moreover, as petrochemical facilities are often located in developed areas, spills can 36 

have profound effects on the mental and physical wellbeing of nearby communities [4]. 37 

While storm surge and flooding are often the direct cause of NaTech events [5,6], these hazards 38 

can also significantly hamper mitigation and emergency activities that could prevent such NaTech 39 

events from happening or limit their potentially disastrous consequences [7]. Flood and storm 40 

surge events are generally widespread and can lead to severe transportation network disruptions, 41 

thereby restricting the accessibility of petrochemical facilities. In turn, such accessibility losses 42 

can result in cascading impacts, potentially culminating in a NaTech event, due to the inability to 43 

perform critical mitigation activities, and can also amplify the impacts of a NaTech event due to 44 

delayed emergency response and limited access to the site [7–10]. For instance, during Hurricane 45 

Harvey, severe flooding at a major oil terminal in the Houston region hindered emergency 46 

personnel’s access to two damaged ASTs for almost five days, resulting in a spill of approximately 47 

1.75 million liters of gasoline [11]. After Harvey, several industry managers also reported issues 48 

regarding the ability to bring in workers and contractors to cleanup sites, repair and maintain 49 

critical infrastructure as well as to restart operations [12]. 50 

An adequate assessment of the effects of transportation network disruptions on mitigation and 51 

emergency activities first requires tools to evaluate the accessibility of petrochemical facilities 52 

during and after storm events. In recent years, several studies have proposed frameworks to 53 

evaluate and quantify road network accessibility during flood or storm events. Coles et al. [13] 54 

presented a method that coupled flood modeling with network analysis to assess the impacts of 55 

flooding on emergency response times in the city of York in the United Kingdom (UK). Using a 56 

similar approach, Green et al. [14] assessed the impacts of flooding on emergency responder 57 

operations in the city of Leicester, UK, while Yin et al. [15] evaluated the cascading impacts of 58 

storm surge on emergency response times in the city of New York, US. Following Hurricane 59 

Harvey, Gori et al. [16] also proposed a framework to assess the evolution of road network 60 
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accessibility and recovery during flood events in Houston, US. While these studies provided useful 61 

methods to evaluate the accessibility of urban areas during surge or flood events, they are not 62 

directly applicable for petrochemical infrastructure because they cannot identify the potential sites 63 

that emergency responders might need to access. Given the potentially large number of exposed 64 

petrochemical infrastructure during a storm event, it is essential to determine the locations of 65 

vulnerable infrastructure and the likelihood of a NaTech event at these locations to efficiently 66 

manage emergency resources. Moreover, these studies considered road inundation as the only 67 

source of disruption, neglecting the potential failures of critical transportation infrastructures, such 68 

as bridges, which could further disrupt transportation networks even when floodwaters have 69 

receded. Finally, these studies mainly used deterministic approaches, neglecting various sources 70 

of uncertainty, which can significantly affect accessibility and emergency activities. 71 

The objective of this paper is to develop a comprehensive framework to first identify the potential 72 

locations of NaTech events and then evaluate the accessibility of these NaTech events during and 73 

after a storm surge event while explicitly considering the structural vulnerability of transportation 74 

infrastructure and the uncertainties associated with network disruptions. This framework integrates 75 

storm surge modeling, AST fragility modeling, coastal bridge fragility modeling, and network 76 

analysis to determine the time-evolving accessibility of NaTech sites to emergency responders as 77 

well as the ability of workers to access the facilities after a storm. This framework also relies on 78 

Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) to propagate the uncertainties associated with bridge vulnerability, 79 

speed of emergency vehicles, and inundation threshold for road closures in the accessibility 80 

analysis. As a proof of concept, the proposed framework is applied to a case study area located 81 

along the Houston Ship Channel, in Texas, US. 82 

The next sections of this paper detail the development and application of the proposed framework. 83 

Section 2 presents the integrated framework and the major components of the framework. 84 

Specifically, this section details the storm surge modeling, the vulnerability assessment of ASTs 85 

and bridges subjected to storm surge in order to identify the potential locations of NaTech events 86 

as well as the potential for bridge failures, the network accessibility analysis methodology, and the 87 

propagation of uncertainties in the analysis. The case study area and the storm surge scenarios 88 

adopted to illustrate the application of the integrated framework are introduced in Section 3. 89 
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Results of the accessibility analysis for the case study area are then presented and discussed in 90 

Section 4. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the major conclusions and potential future work. 91 

2. Methodology 92 

2.1. Overview of the Proposed Integrated Framework 93 

In order to assess the accessibility of petrochemical facilities during storm surge events, this study 94 

relies on a scenario-based framework coupling storm surge modeling, AST vulnerability modeling, 95 

coastal bridge vulnerability modeling, GIS analysis, and probabilistic network analysis. An 96 

overview of the proposed integrated framework is shown in Fig. 1 along with links between 97 

different components of the framework and tools used for each component. First, storm surge 98 

modeling helps determine the time evolution of surge depth and extent in the area of interest for a 99 

given storm scenario. While the framework could also consider flood events, this study specifically 100 

focuses on storm surge, which has historically caused more significant damage to petrochemical 101 

and integrated transportation infrastructure than flooding [1,17]. Results of the storm surge 102 

modeling are then coupled with fragility models to determine the vulnerability of ASTs in the area 103 

of interest. The probability of failure of each tank subjected to storm surge is evaluated to 104 

determine the potential locations of NaTech events in the network as well as the time period when 105 

NaTech events are most likely to occur during the storm scenario. The petrochemical infrastructure 106 

considered herein are limited to ASTs, which are the most commonly damaged infrastructure 107 

during storm surge events and are also responsible for the largest spills during such events [2,18]. 108 

 109 
Figure 1. Overview of the integrated framework. 110 

Results of the storm surge modeling are also used to evaluate potential disruptions in the road 111 

network due to bridge failure and road inundation. At a given time instant during a storm, the 112 

potential for bridge failure is assessed through the use of fragility models for coastal bridges. The 113 
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failure or not of a specific bridge is modeled as a Bernoulli trial given its probability of failure; if 114 

a bridge fails, it is removed from the road network. As detailed later, Markov chains are also used 115 

to account for the fact that bridge failure could have occurred during a previous time instant of the 116 

storm. Even though other transportation infrastructure, such as roads, could also suffer damage 117 

during storm surge, this study only considers the structural vulnerability of bridges due to the 118 

limited availability of road fragility models and because bridges are often considered to be among 119 

the most vulnerable components of transportation systems during storms [19,20]. Nonetheless, the 120 

potential for road closures due to inundation is still considered in the framework. At a given time, 121 

if the depth of water on a road is higher than an inundation threshold (Θ), the road is assumed to 122 

be closed and is removed from the road network. The depths of water on the roads are obtained 123 

through a GIS analysis that intersects road locations and elevations with surge elevations. Bridge 124 

inundation is also considered because a bridge could be closed due to high water without 125 

necessarily failing. Previous studies in the US have proposed a deterministic value of 0.6 m for Θ 126 

[16,21] as most vehicles can be carried away by 0.6 m of water [22]. However, there are major 127 

sources of uncertainty regarding Θ. Emergency vehicles might be able to travel in higher waters. 128 

Moreover, drivers may not be aware of the exact depth of water on a road; some may perceive a 129 

road to be inaccessible even though there is less than 0.6 m of water, while others could perceive 130 

the opposite. Thus, this study considers Θ as a random variable; a truncated normal distribution (± 131 

2 standard deviation) with a mean of 0.6 m and a standard deviation of 0.075 m is assumed for Θ. 132 

With knowledge of the potential disruptions in the road network at a time instant, the network 133 

accessibility analysis is performed next by using network and graph theories as well as Monte 134 

Carlo simulations (MCS) to consider the probabilistic nature of bridge failures and propagate 135 

uncertainties associated with the inundation threshold and vehicle speed. The accessibility of the 136 

previously identified NaTech sites to emergency responders is then assessed by computing four 137 

metrics, detailed in Section 2.6: (i) connectivity loss; (ii) probability of non-connectivity; (iii) 138 

travel time; and (iv) travel distance. Finally, this process is repeated for various time instants of 139 

the storm scenario to (a) evaluate the time evolution of the accessibility of NaTech sites to 140 

emergency responders, and (b) determine the accessibility of the facilities to workers to repair 141 

critical infrastructure and restart operations after a storm. When performing the accessibility 142 

analysis, the effects of traffic conditions, traffic directions, and traffic signals are neglected; these 143 

assumptions are reasonable as no traffic is expected during a severe storm, and emergency 144 
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responders would be exempted from driving regulations such as traffic signals and one-way roads. 145 

Additional details regarding the components of the integrated framework are provided in the 146 

subsequent sections. 147 

2.2. Data Requirements 148 

Before applying the integrated framework to a case study area, various sources of data must be 149 

gathered in order to obtain an adequate representation of the road network, evaluate the 150 

vulnerability of ASTs and bridges, and perform the accessibility analysis. First, the development 151 

of the road network requires collection of, in GIS format, the location and elevation of: (i) 152 

highways and roads in the area of interest; (ii) bridges; (iii) emergency services, such as fire 153 

stations or any other services that would respond to a NaTech event; (iv) ASTs; and (v) residential 154 

neighborhoods where facilities’ workers are residing. To adequately assess their vulnerability, the 155 

geometry and design details of each of the ASTs and bridges in the area of interest are also 156 

required. Finally, to estimate travel times in the network, the speed of vehicles (S) on the road 157 

segments is required. The speed of vehicles is considered as a random variable to account for 158 

uncertainties. Again, a truncated normal distribution (± 2 standard deviation) is employed. The 159 

mean of the truncated normal distribution is defined as the speed limit of the road segment minus 160 

10 mph (16 km/h) to account for adverse driving conditions during a storm [16]; a standard 161 

deviation of 5 mph (8 km/h) is assumed. 162 

2.3. Storm Surge Modeling 163 

The first step of the integrated framework involves determining surge conditions in the area of 164 

interest. The framework specifically relies on scenario-based hazard models to evaluate the 165 

vulnerability of ASTs and determine disruptions in the network. Thus, the results of the framework 166 

are only representative of the storm scenario under consideration. In future work, such a framework 167 

could theoretically be coupled with probabilistic hazard models, with the caveat that the integration 168 

as presented requires knowledge of the temporal evolution of storm surge which is not typically 169 

retained in probabilistic models of storm events. The storm scenarios are modeled here using the 170 

Advanced Circulation (ADCIRC) and the Simulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN) computer 171 

programs. For a given meteorological forcing (i.e. wind velocity and atmospheric pressure), which 172 

can correspond to a historic or synthetic event, ADCIRC+SWAN simultaneously solve surge 173 

elevations, currents, wave periods, and significant wave heights (Hs) to predict the time evolution 174 
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of surge and wave conditions [23]. ADCIRC+SWAN are well validated against historical storms in 175 

the US [24]. To perform the analyses presented in the next sections, time histories of surge and 176 

wave conditions at each AST and bridge location as well as time histories of water depth on each 177 

road segment in the area of interest are extracted for a given storm scenario using ArcGIS [25]. 178 

ADCIRC+SWAN results are typically output with a timestep of 1 hour. 179 

2.4. Vulnerability Assessment of ASTs during Storm Surge 180 

Once the surge conditions are known for a given storm scenario, it is possible to assess the 181 

structural vulnerability of ASTs in order to determine (i) the potential locations of NaTech events 182 

in the area of interest, as well as (ii) the time period when emergency responders might need to 183 

respond to NaTech events. ASTs are a critical component of petrochemical facilities for the storage 184 

of raw and refined products. ASTs are generally constructed from welded thin steel plates forming 185 

a vertical cylinder. While this design makes them lightweight and able to withstand internal 186 

pressure, it also leaves them vulnerable to storm surge. Two failure mechanisms are possible 187 

during storm surge events: (i) flotation due to buoyancy forces [26]; and (ii) buckling of the tank 188 

shell due to excessive water pressure [18]. To assess the structural vulnerability of ASTs, the 189 

integrated framework relies on parametrized fragility models. Parametrized fragility models 190 

provide the conditional probability of failure as a function of the structure characteristics and the 191 

loads acting on it. Such fragility models are useful tools to perform vulnerability assessment as 192 

they can be readily applied for any AST geometry, internal liquid properties, and surge conditions.  193 

The fragility models developed by Kameshwar and Padgett [27] for unanchored and anchored 194 

ASTs are employed here. These fragility models are parametrized on the AST diameter (D), height 195 

(H), internal liquid height (L), internal liquid density (ρL), steel design stress (Sd), external surge 196 

height acting on the AST (h), and an additional set of parameters Xa if the AST is anchored to the 197 

ground. The surge height (h) defines the load intensity from the storm surge. The fragility models 198 

were derived for surge conditions representative of the US Gulf Coast and by considering both 199 

flotation and buckling as potential failures modes. Based on these models, the probability of failure 200 

of an AST subjected to storm surge is given by a logistic regression equation as shown in Eq. 1. 201 
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In this equation, l(∙) = logit functions that express the odds of failure for a combination of D, H, L, 203 

ρL, Sd, h, and Xa values. The logit functions employed in this study are the ones found in 204 

Kameshwar and Padgett [27] for unanchored and anchored ASTs. 205 

By knowing an AST geometry (D and H), its design (Sd and Xa), its internal liquid (L and ρL), and 206 

the surge height (h) acting on the AST, it is possible to estimate directly the probability of failure 207 

by evaluating Eq. 1. However, prior to a storm, the precise internal liquid height and the exact 208 

content stored in a tank are generally unknown, and these two parameters should be considered as 209 

sources of uncertainty and treated as random variables. The probability of failure is then obtained 210 

by convolving Eq. 1 over the probability density functions (PDFs) of L and ρL as shown in Eq. 2. 211 

 
     Failure d d

Failure
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, , , , , ,
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In this equation, ( )
L

f l and ( )
L l

f


  = PDFs of L and ρL
 respectively; L is considered as uniformly 213 

distributed with bounds of 0 and 0.9H [28], while ρL is also uniformly distributed with bounds of 214 

700 and 950 kg/m3, which cover most products stored in a petrochemical facility. Eq. 2 also 215 

consider the presence of a containment berm around an AST, which can prevent damage as long 216 

as the berm height (B) is greater than h. Eq. 2 can be solved via MCS or numerical integration.  217 

For a given AST (i.e., fixed values for D, H, Sd, B, and Xa), Eq. 2 can also be evaluated for an 218 

increasing value of h to obtain a fragility curve as shown in Fig. 2a. Such a curve is then useful to 219 

compute the time-evolving probability of failure of an AST during a storm scenario. Storm events 220 

generally last for a few days, and the probability of failure will vary in time as the surge increases 221 

and then recedes. Since the fragility models are parametrized on the surge depth acting on an AST 222 

rather than the storm intensity, it is possible to evaluate the probability of failure at any time instant 223 

t of a storm scenario. As illustrated in Fig. 2b, the surge height at time t (h(t)) is first extracted from 224 

the storm surge modeling, the corresponding probability of failure is then estimated, and the 225 

process is repeated for all time steps of a storm scenario to obtain the time-evolving probability of 226 

failure of an AST. Additional details on the concept of time-evolving probability of failure can be 227 

found in Masoomi et al. [29], while additional details on the fragility models and their usage can 228 

be found in Kameshwar and Padgett [27]. 229 
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By computing the time-evolving probability of failure of all ASTs in the area of interest, the 230 

locations of ASTs likely to fail and trigger a NaTech event during a storm scenario can then be 231 

identified; ASTs for which the probability of failure reach above 0.5 are considered herein as likely 232 

to fail. Also, it is possible to identify: (i) the time period during a storm scenario when a failure is 233 

likely to happen and emergency responders might need access, which corresponds to the period 234 

when the probability of failure remains above 0.5 as shown in Fig. 2b; and (ii) the most likely point 235 

in time for failure, which corresponds to the time when the probability of failure is maximum.  236 

 237 
Figure 2. Example of: (a) Fragility curve; and (b) Time-evolving probability of failure for a 238 

case study unanchored AST with D = 18.3 m, H = 11.5 m, B = 0 m, and Sd = 160 MPa. 239 

2.5. Vulnerability Assessment of Bridges during Storm Surge 240 

With the storm surge modeling results, it is also possible to assess the structural vulnerability of 241 

bridges in order to evaluate disruptions in the road network due to bridge failures. Bridges are a 242 

vital component of transportation networks; their failure can result in severe transportation 243 

disruptions, both because they are often the only network links to cross waterways or other major 244 

obstacles and they require long periods of time to repair [19]. Previous storm events have 245 

highlighted the structural vulnerability of bridges subjected to storm surge, with bridge deck 246 

unseating being the dominant failure mode [19,30]; deck unseating occurs due to the buoyant and 247 

pounding forces from the surge and wave loads. As for ASTs, the vulnerability assessment of 248 

bridges is performed using parametrized fragility models. Balomenos et al. [31] recently developed 249 

fragility models to estimate the probability of deck unseating for the four main types of bridge 250 

spans found in the US Gulf Coast region (i.e. steel girder, concrete girder, slab, and box girder). 251 

Based on a logistic regression model, the probability of unseating of a bridge span is: 252 
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X
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                                 (3) 253 

where Zc = relative surge height, which corresponds to the deck elevation minus the surge elevation 254 

at the bridge location; Hmax = maximum wave height, which is calculated from Hs at the bridge 255 

location as detailed below; sp = factor to consider the spatial variability of the waves, which takes 256 

a value between 0 and 1 according to the proportion of the span that is actually affected by surge 257 

and wave loads; X = vector of parameters describing the structural characteristics of the span such 258 

as the span length and width, and other parameters depending on the type of superstructure; and 259 

l(∙) = logit functions that can be found in Balomenos et al. [31] for the four bridge span types. 260 

Because Eq. 3 provides the probability of failure of a single span, it does not reflect the structural 261 

vulnerability of a bridge. Bridges can be composed of multiple spans with different structural 262 

characteristics, and the loads acting on each span are different as waves are spatially variable. The 263 

probability of failure of a bridge can be modeled using a series system assumption as shown in Eq. 264 

4. This equation indicates that the failure of a bridge occurs if at least one span is unseated. 265 

   
1

Failure Unseating
,

, , , ,
spN

c max i c max p i i

i

P Z H P Z H s


 
  

 
 

X                                (4) 266 

In the above equation, Nsp = number of spans; Unseatingi = unseating of the ith span, modeled as 267 

a Bernoulli trial with probability of unseating obtained from Eq. 3 and the adequate logit function 268 

according to the span type; sp,i = proportion of the ith span subjected to surge and wave loads; and 269 

Xi = structural characteristic of the ith span. Eq. 4 is evaluated here by using the MCS-based 270 

methodology detailed in Balomenos et al. [31]. 271 

Once the values of Zc and Hmax at a given time step t of a storm scenario are known, it is possible 272 

to use Eq. 4 to estimate the probability of failure of a bridge at time t. However, in order to evaluate 273 

network disruption due to a bridge failure, consideration must be given to the fact that (i) failure 274 

could have occurred at a previous time step, and (ii) once a bridge fails, it will remain in a failed 275 

state until it is repaired. By assuming a discrete Markov process, the probability that a bridge is in 276 

a failed state at time t, while it was initially, at time 0, in a safe state, and that failure could have 277 

occurred at any time step between 0 and t, can be expressed as: 278 

    
1

Failed state at Safe state at 0 1 1 Failure( ) ( ) ( ),
t

t j j

f c max

j

p P t P Z H


                     (5) 279 
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where ( )j

c
Z  = relative surge height at jth time step, ( )j

max
H  = maximum wave height at jth time step, 280 

and  Failure ( ) ( ),j j

c max
P Z H  is evaluated from Eq. 4. According to Markov chain theory [32], Eq. 5 is 281 

the n-step (n = t here) transition probability of going from a safe state to a failed state, while Eq. 282 

4 evaluated at time step t is simply the transition probability of going from a safe state to a failed 283 

state between time steps t-1 and t. This assumes that Eq. 4 provides a probability of failure over a 284 

period of one hour, which corresponds to the time step of the storm surge modeling results. The 285 

values of Hmax used in Eq. 4 are selected to be representative of the maximum wave height that 286 

could be observed during a one hour period according to the Hs values obtained from the storm 287 

surge modeling and the distribution of wave height proposed by Elfrink et al. [33]. Moreover, Eq. 288 

5 assumes that it is not possible to go from a failed state to a safe state. This assumption is adequate 289 

given the time scale of this study; it is unlikely that a bridge will be repaired or restored within a 290 

day of a storm. However, this assumption would need to be reconsidered if a larger time scale was 291 

examined. Fig. 3 shows an example of the time-evolving probability of failure (Eq. 4) and 292 

probability of being in a failed state (Eq. 5) for a single span concrete girder bridge.  293 

 294 
Figure 3. Example time evolution of the probability of failure of a bridge 295 

2.6. Road Network Accessibility Analysis 296 

With knowledge of the potential NaTech events and bridge failures, the last component of the 297 

integrated framework consists of the quantification and assessment of emergency response 298 

accessibility through a network analysis. First, the sources of data listed in Section 2.2 are mapped 299 

in ArcGIS to construct the road network, which is composed of links and nodes. The network links 300 

correspond to road segments, while the network nodes correspond to road segment intersections, 301 

bridge locations, emergency service stations, and NaTech event locations. Then, to perform the 302 
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network analysis, a mathematical representation of the road network is obtained. This 303 

mathematical representation is depicted using network theory concepts [34], and in particular by 304 

representing the topology of a network as a graph G = (V,E), where V = {v1, …, vn} and E = {e1, 305 

…, em} are sets of n nodes and m links, respectively. Any graph G with n nodes can then be 306 

represented by its n×n adjacency matrix (A), where Aij = 1 if there is a link directly connecting vi 307 

to vj (i ≠ j) and Aij = 0 otherwise [34,35]. The Aij values can be obtained by extracting the edge list 308 

of the road network in ArcGIS. The edge list corresponds to a list of all of the network’s links as 309 

well as the nodes that are connected. As all links are two-way roads, the adjacency matrix is 310 

symmetric (i.e., Aij = Aji). The concepts of an edge list and adjacency matrix are illustrated in Fig. 311 

4a through a simple graph as an example representing a network that has not sustained any 312 

disruptions yet. Fig. 4b also presents the effects of network disruptions on the edge list and 313 

adjacency matrix and is further discussed in the next paragraphs. 314 

 315 
Figure 4. (a) Example graph with edge list and adjacency matrix (A) representation [34]; 316 

and (b) effects of surge-induced disruptions on the adjacency matrix. 317 

The previous mathematical representation of a network is binary (i.e. the links form simple on/off 318 

connections between the nodes). However, in some cases it is useful to represent links as having a 319 
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weight to them. Such weighted networks can be represented by giving the elements of the 320 

adjacency matrix values equal to the weights of the corresponding connections [34]. In road 321 

transportation networks, it is common to use the road link length and road link travel time as 322 

weights such that quantities like shortest (i.e., minimum distance covered) and quickest (i.e., 323 

minimum travel time required) paths between two nodes of interest can be evaluated. Here, these 324 

two choices are adopted as link weights wij, with the link length lij calculated in ArcGIS and the 325 

travel time tij estimated as tij = lij/sij, where sij denotes the estimated vehicle speed for each network 326 

link ij connecting nodes vi and vj. For each link, sij is sampled from the vehicle speed (S) probability 327 

distribution presented in Section 2.2. 328 

After the undisrupted network is mathematically represented by A and wij, the accessibility 329 

between an origin node (O) and a destination node (D) as well as the effects of network disruptions 330 

on accessibility are quantified by using the methodology summarized in Fig. 5. This figure presents 331 

an overview of the Monte Carlo-based network accessibility analysis at a given time step t during 332 

a storm scenario. In the integrated framework, the origin nodes correspond to the location of 333 

emergency responders or workers, while the destination nodes correspond to the location of 334 

NaTech events identified in the AST vulnerability assessment part of the framework.  335 

 336 
Figure 5. Overview of the network accessibility analysis at a given time step t. 337 
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For a given MCS sample, the water depth (h(t)) on each road link as well as the relative surge height 338 

( ( )t

c
Z ) and maximum wave height ( ( )t

max
H ) at each bridge location at time t are extracted in ArcGIS 339 

as previously detailed in Section 2.3. The potential for closed roads and failed bridges is then 340 

evaluated using the indicator functions shown in Eqs. 6 and 7. 341 
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In these equations, θ = threshold sampled from the inundation threshold (Θ) probability 344 

distribution presented in Section 2.1, u = random number sampled from a uniform distribution 345 

with lower and upper bounds of 0 and 1, and ( )t

f
p  is evaluated from Eq. 5. Eq. 7 indicates that the 346 

likelihood of a bridge being in a failed state is modeled as a Bernoulli trial. For bridges, Eq. 6 is 347 

also verified with ( ) ( )t t

c
h Z   to determine if the bridge could be closed due to inundation even 348 

though it did not fail from deck unseating. If a road is closed, its corresponding link is removed 349 

from the edge list; if a bridge is closed or failed, all the links connected to the bridge node are 350 

removed from the edge list. The Aij elements of the adjacency matrix are then modified accordingly 351 

as illustrated in Fig. 4b for a simple network. 352 

The network analysis is then performed with the modified adjacency matrix of the MCS sample 353 

by solving the shortest-path problem [36] using the Dijkstra’s algorithm [37] with weights wij equal 354 

to lij and tij to determine the shortest and quickest paths, respectively, between nodes O and D. For 355 

the MCS sample, the accessibility between nodes O and D at time t is then quantified by computing 356 

the four following metrics: 357 

(i) Connectivity loss ( ( )t

O D
CL


): This metric corresponds to a measure of the efficiency reduction 358 

when traveling from nodes O to D on the disrupted framework and is expressed as: 359 

01 0 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( );t t t t

O D O D O D O D
CL L L CL

   
                                           (8) 360 

where 0( )t

O D
L 


 and ( )t

O D
L


= lengths of the shortest OD path for the undisrupted network at time 0 361 

and disrupted network at time t. The metric ( )t

O D
CL


 is continuous between 0 and 1, with 362 
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0( )t

O D
CL


 corresponding to the case where the disruptions do not affect the path between O and 363 

D, and 1( )t

O D
CL


  corresponding to the case where no path exists between O and D. 364 

(ii) Probability of non-connectivity ( ( )

,

t

f O D
P


): This metric indicates the probability of existence 365 

of a path between nodes O and D and is expressed as the following indicator function: 366 

 
1 if OD path exists

OD path
0 if no OD path exists

t

f O D
P




   



( )

,                                  (9) 367 

Although ( )t

O D
CL


 and ( )

,

t

f O D
P


 may look like similar metrics, they provide very different 368 

information regarding accessibility performance as detailed in the next section. 369 

(iii) Travel time ( ( )t

O D
T


): This metric corresponds to the minimum travel time between nodes O 370 

and D on the disrupted road network. The minimum travel time is calculated by summing the 371 

weights wij = tij of the road links comprising the quickest path between O and D. The tij values 372 

are obtained by sampling the sij values from the vehicle speed (S) probability distribution, as 373 

described previously. 374 

(iv) Travel distance ( ( )t

O D
L


): This metric corresponds to the minimum travel distance between 375 

nodes O and D on the disrupted road network. The minimum travel distance is calculated by 376 

summing the weights wij = lij of the road links comprising the shortest path between O and D. 377 

In addition to the four previous accessibility metrics, another metric, the operational path ratio (r), 378 

is also computed to evaluate the overall effects of surge-induced disruptions on the performance 379 

of the entire road network (i.e. not only between the selected O and D nodes). The operational path 380 

ratio at time step t is evaluated as: 381 

( ) ( )t t

disrupted undisrupted
r N N                                                        (10) 382 

where ( )t

disrupted
N  = number of all possible operable paths between any pair of nodes in the disrupted 383 

network at time t and Nundisrupted = number of all possible operable paths between any pair of nodes 384 

in the undisrupted network (i.e., before the storm). 385 

In order to consider the probabilistic nature of Θ, S, and ( )t

f
p  in the network analysis, the above 386 

procedure is repeated for a total of Nsims samples; a total of 10,000 samples is used here. The above 387 

metrics are first computed independently for each MCS sample and then statistics of the metrics, 388 

such as the mean values (i.e., 
( )t

O DCL  , 
( )

,

t

f O DP  , 
( )t

O DT  , 
( )t

O DL  , and 
t

r
( )

) and the confidence bounds, 389 
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are computed. The confidence bounds are obtained by extracting the adequate percentile values 390 

from the MCS samples (e.g., the 90% confidence bounds correspond to the 5% and 95% percentile 391 

values). Finally, the methodology presented in Fig. 5 is repeated for any relevant pairs of OD nodes 392 

and for each time step of the storm scenario to obtain the time evolution of the accessibility of 393 

NaTech events and petrochemical facilities, as illustrated in the next sections for a case study area. 394 

3. Case Study Area and Storm Surge Scenarios 395 

As a proof of concept, the integrated framework proposed in the previous sections is demonstrated 396 

for a case study area located along the Houston Ship Channel (HSC), in Texas, US; an aerial view 397 

of the case study area is shown in Fig. 6a. As observed in this figure, the case study area comprises 398 

a major refinery with 421 ASTs, surrounded by a city with a population of approximately 76,000 399 

people. This area was specifically chosen because both the urban area and refinery could be 400 

subjected to extensive storm surge during severe hurricanes, and because the road network is 401 

sufficiently developed to adequately illustrate the integrated framework. 402 

 403 
Figure 6. a) Aerial imagery of the case study area (source: [38]); b) Network representation 404 

of the case study area and maximum extent of the two surge scenarios. 405 

3.1 Data Collection and Road Network Development 406 

In order to develop the road network for the case study area, road centerlines were obtained from 407 

the 2016 Southeast Texas Addressing and Referencing Map (STAR*Map) database [39]. The 408 

locations of bridges in the transportation network were obtained from the National Bridge 409 

Inventory database [40], while the geometry and design details of each bridge were obtained from 410 

personal communications with the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT). The locations 411 
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of fire stations, which are assumed to be the emergency responders in case of a NaTech event, 412 

were identified from the Houston-Galveston Area Council (HGAC) GIS datasets [41]. The major 413 

neighborhoods where refinery workers could reside were identified from aerial imagery and the 414 

census block groups dataset developed by the US Census Bureau [42]. The locations, geometry, 415 

and design of ASTs in the case study area were obtained from Bernier et al. [28]. Lastly, the 416 

elevations of each road, bridge, and AST were obtained from the HGAC LiDAR Imagery [38]. 417 

An overview of the resulting road network for the case study area is shown in Fig. 6b; in its 418 

undisrupted form, the network is composed of 167 links and 111 nodes, of which 31 are bridges 419 

and 3 are fire stations. To limit the computational cost of the network analysis and demonstrate 420 

the concept, the road network is only composed of the highways and major roads in the urban area 421 

as well as the main access roads of the refinery. Once the potential NaTech sites are identified, 422 

additional links and nodes will also be introduced to connect these sites to the road network as 423 

detailed in Section 4.1. Based on the STAR*Map database [39] and accounting for adverse driving 424 

conditions in a storm, a mean vehicle speed of 50 mph (80 km/h) is used for highways, while a 425 

value of 20 mph (32 km/h) is assumed for all other roads. As discussed previously, the vehicle 426 

speed is modeled as a truncated normal with a standard deviation of 5 mph (8 km/h). 427 

3.2. Storm Surge Scenarios 428 

To showcase the application of the framework, two storm scenarios of increasing intensity are 429 

considered. The two storms are synthetic storms developed by the Federal Emergency 430 

Management Agency (FEMA) for its Flood Insurance Study (FIS) of the Texas Coast [43] and are 431 

commonly referred to as FEMA033 and FEMA36 storms. According to the statistical analysis 432 

presented in Ebersole et al. [44], storms FEMA33 and FEMA36 produce surge levels with a return 433 

period of 100- and 500-year in the case study area. Both synthetic storms were modeled and 434 

simulated with ADCIRC+SWAN by the SSPEED Center at Rice University [45]. Surge and wave 435 

conditions were output at every 1-hour time step for each storm scenario to determine the time-436 

evolving loads acting on ASTs and bridges and water depth on road segments of the network.  The 437 

maximum surge extent for both storms is shown in Fig. 6b, along with an example of the time 438 

evolution of surge levels in the area. The surge levels in the case study area vary between 0 and 439 

4 m for the 100-year storm surge scenario, while they vary between 0 and 6 m for the 500-year 440 

scenario; for both scenarios, storm surge lasts for approximately a day. 441 
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4. Results and Discussions 442 

4.1. Vulnerability Assessment of ASTs and Bridges in the Case Study Area 443 

For both storm scenarios, vulnerability assessments of ASTs and bridges in the case study area are 444 

performed using the methodologies outlined in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 to determine the locations of 445 

NaTech events and evaluate network disruptions due to bridge failures. Results of the vulnerability 446 

assessments are summarized in Fig. 7. This figure shows the probability of failure of each AST 447 

and bridge when peak storm surge occurs in the case study area (i.e., t = 7 hours for FEMA33 and 448 

t = 6 hours for FEMA33). From Fig. 7, it is possible to identify a cluster of vulnerable ASTs where 449 

NaTech events could occur during both storm scenarios. An additional link in the road network, 450 

shown in red in Fig. 7, was introduced to allow emergency responders to access this area. Based 451 

on the time-evolving probabilities of failure, Table 1 also indicates the time periods when 452 

emergency responders might need to respond to a NaTech event at this location; as most ASTs 453 

have a fairly similar geometry and are subjected to similar surge levels, it was possible to identify 454 

a single time period per storm scenario for this group of vulnerable ASTs. As further detailed in 455 

the next section, most vulnerable bridges are located along a major waterway crossing the area. 456 

Table 1. Time period when NaTech events are likely to occur in the case study area 457 

Storm scenario 

Time since beginning of storm scenario (hours) 

Start End 
Most likely 

point in time 

FEMA33 (100-yr) 4 12 7 

FEMA36 (500-yr) 3 16 6 

 458 
Figure 7. Vulnerability of ASTs and bridges in the case study area for storms: a) FEMA33; 459 

and b) FEMA36. The probabilities correspond to the time when peak storm surge occurs. 460 
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4.2. Accessibility Analysis of the Case Study Area 461 

With the above vulnerability assessments of ASTs and bridges in the case study area, it is now 462 

possible to: (i) assess the accessibility of the NaTech site identified in Section 4.1 to emergency 463 

responders; and (ii) determine the post-storm accessibility of the refinery to workers required to 464 

repair critical infrastructure and restart operations. First, to illustrate how both storm scenarios 465 

disrupt the entire road network, Fig. 8 shows the time evolution of the mean operational path ratio 466 

with 90% confidence bounds. As expected, the 500-year storm scenario induces more severe 467 

disruptions in the road network; at peak surge, only 15% of the network is operable, compared to 468 

62% for the 100-year scenario. Fig. 8 also illustrates the importance of considering the structural 469 

vulnerability of bridges when performing the network accessibility analysis. While the effect of 470 

bridge failures is minimal before peak surge, it can significantly affect accessibility when storm 471 

surge recedes. When no bridge failures are considered, the operational path ratios go back to almost 472 

100% at the end of the storms; the operational path ratios do not return exactly to 100% as some 473 

low-lying areas remain flooded even when storm surge has receded. However, when bridges fail, 474 

it is not possible to return to such high ratios; bridges remain in a failed state, and the network is 475 

disrupted until they are repaired. Moreover, the effects of uncertainties (i.e., inundation threshold 476 

(Θ) and bridge failure), while limited for the 100-year scenario, are significant for the 500-year 477 

scenario; wide confidence bounds can be observed in Fig. 8b. Such wide confidence bounds are 478 

due to the larger impacted area and disruptions caused by the 500-year scenario, and the 479 

probabilistic nature of bridge and road closures; given the sparsity of the case study network, the 480 

removal (or not) of a single link in the network can significantly affect the total number of operable 481 

paths [46]. The effect of uncertainties is also more important after peak surge because the surge 482 

recedes slowly, while it rises quickly. Lastly, confidence bounds are wider when bridge failures, 483 

which are an additional source of randomness, are considered. 484 
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 485 
Figure 8. Evolution of operational path ratios (r) and effects of bridge failures for storm 486 

scenarios: a) FEMA33 (100-year event); and b) FEMA36 (500-year event). 487 

4.2.1. Emergency Service Accessibility in Case of a NaTech Event 488 

Results presented in Fig. 8 also indicate that the most severe disruptions in the road network 489 

happen during the same time periods, previously identified in Table 1, in which AST failures and 490 

NaTech events are likely to occur in the case study area. However, Fig. 8 provides limited 491 

information regarding the actual accessibility of the NaTech events to emergency responders. 492 

Thus, the four metrics presented in Section 2.6 – connectivity loss, probability of non-connectivity, 493 

travel time, and travel distance – are plotted in Figs. 9 to 11 to quantify the accessibility between 494 

the fire stations identified in Section 3.1 and the NaTech site identified in Section 4.1 during both 495 

storm scenarios. All figures present the mean metrics and 90% confidence bounds. Results are 496 

only presented for fire stations #2 and #3 (see Fig. 2b); fire station #1 is not considered because it 497 

is subjected to more than 1 and 2 m of inundation during the 100-year and 500-year scenarios 498 

respectively and would likely not be operational during the storms. 499 

Fig. 9 shows the time evolution of connectivity loss between fire stations and the NaTech site. For 500 

the 100-year storm scenario, there is no connectivity loss for fire station #3, while connectivity 501 

loss increases to 35% for fire station #2 and remains relatively constant for the rest of the storm. 502 

From Eq. 8, this indicates that the distance to reach the NaTech site from fire station #2 increased 503 

by approximately 50%. As observed in Fig. 7a and detailed below, bridge failures between the 504 

refinery and fire station #2 are the main source of network disruption; road inundations mainly 505 

occur in the vicinity of the failed bridges. In addition, the probability of non-connectivity for both 506 
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fire stations is null for the entire duration of the storm. Thus, the location of NaTech events remains 507 

accessible to emergency responders at all times during the 100-year scenario. 508 

 509 
Figure 9. Evolution of connectivity loss (CLO→D) between fire stations and NaTech site for 510 

storm scenarios: a) FEMA33 (100-year event); and b) FEMA36 (500-year event). 511 

For the 500-year scenario, the connectivity loss is more severe, as shown in Fig. 9b. Connectivity 512 

loss quickly reaches 100% at t = 5 hours for both fire stations, and the NaTech site remains 513 

completely inaccessible until t = 12 hours; during that period, all access roads to the refinery are 514 

flooded by more than 0.75 m of water. A similar trend is observed in Fig. 10, which shows the 515 

time evolution of probability of non-connectivity between fire stations and the NaTech site for the 516 

500-year storm scenario. The probability of non-connectivity has a value of 1.0 between t = 5 and 517 

12 hours, and only reaches values close to zero after t = 23 hours. Even though the probability of 518 

non-connectivity is null at the end of the storm, the mean connectivity loss of fire station #2 is still 519 

relatively high with a value of 65%, as shown in Fig. 9b. As detailed below, a large number of 520 

failed bridges significantly affects the connectivity between this station and the NaTech site. The 521 

mean connectivity loss of fire station #3, which is less affected by bridge failures, is 25% at the 522 

end of the storm. Results from Figs. 9b and 10 indicate that the NaTech site would be inaccessible 523 

or hardly accessible, with mean probability of non-connectivity above 0.8, during most of the time 524 

period when an AST failure and NaTech event could occur. Even after that time period, the site 525 

could be hardly accessible until t = 22 hours, when both the mean connectivity loss and the mean 526 

probability of non-connectivity significantly decrease. Thus, the NaTech site could be inaccessible 527 

or hardly accessible for a period of 17 hours, which would significantly hinder mitigation and 528 

emergency activities in case of an AST failure and NaTech event during the 500-year scenario. 529 
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 530 
Figure 10. Evolution of probability of non-connectivity (Pf, O→D) between fire stations and 531 

NaTech site for storm scenario FEMA36 (500-year event). 532 

Fig. 11 shows the time evolution of travel time and travel distance between fire stations and the 533 

NaTech site for both storm scenarios. To better understand Fig. 11, Fig. 12 illustrates the quickest 534 

routes between fire stations and the NaTech site before and after each storm and also shows bridges 535 

with a high probability of being in a failed state at the end of the storm scenarios (i.e. 29 0 75( ) .t

f
p  536 

). The quickest route after a storm shown in Fig. 12 corresponds to the mode route (i.e., the most 537 

frequent route from the MCS samples). As expected, for the 100-year scenario, the route between 538 

fire station #3 and the NaTech site is not affected by storm surge. However, after peak surge, 539 

increases in travel time and distance are observed for fire station #2 as emergency responders from 540 

this station need to detour around the failed bridges, as shown in Fig. 12. For the 500-year scenario, 541 

Fig. 11b shows a gap corresponding to the time period when the probability of non-connectivity 542 

is equal to 1.0. Additionally, the mean travel time and distance are computed only for the MCS 543 

samples for which there exists a path between the fire stations and the NaTech site. This explains 544 

the tight confidence bounds right after the gap in Fig. 11b, because there are very few samples for 545 

which such a path exists between t = 13 and 16 hours. At the end of the 500-year scenario, mean 546 

travel time and distance increase by a factor of 3.0 and 1.5 for fire station #2 and #3 respectively. 547 

These factors can reach values up to 4.7 and 2.5 respectively during the storm, further highlighting 548 

the fact that the site could be difficult to access in case of a NaTech event. Furthermore, after peak 549 

surge, it is possible to observe that on average fire station #3 has the shortest travel time and 550 

distance to the NaTech site, even though it had the longest travel time and distance prior to the 551 

storm. As shown in Fig. 12, emergency responders from station #2 would first need to reach station 552 
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#3 before reaching the NaTech site due to bridge failures. In the absence of accessibility analysis, 553 

responders from station #2 are likely to be the ones dispatched to the NaTech site given their 554 

geographical proximity. Thus, the results of the network accessibility analysis are valuable to 555 

efficiently manage and dispatch emergency resources, which may be limited during a storm, in 556 

case of a NaTech event. It is worth mentioning that the results presented in Fig. 11 are best-case 557 

estimates since the shortest-path approach in the network analysis assumes that emergency 558 

responders are perfectly aware of disruptions when travelling on the network. During a real-time 559 

storm event, it is unlikely that emergency responders would be fully informed and prepared for 560 

network disruptions, potentially yielding greater travel times and distances. The consideration of 561 

such uncertainties in the network analysis offer interesting opportunities for future research. 562 

 563 
Figure 11. Evolution of travel time (TO→D) and travel distance (LO→D) between fire stations 564 

and NaTech site for storm scenarios: a) FEMA33 (100-year event); and b) FEMA36 (500-565 

year event). 566 

In Figs. 9, 10, and 11, wide confidence bounds are observed for the 500-year scenario. As all 567 

access roads to the refinery are severely inundated in this scenario, the opening or closure of an 568 

access road can significantly affect the shortest path (or the existence of such path), resulting in 569 

wide confidence bounds. For the 100-year scenario, confidence bounds are tighter as multiple 570 

access roads to the refinery remain open at all times. Furthermore, Figs. 9, 10, and 11 also present 571 

a comparison between the probabilistic network analysis and a deterministic analysis where the 572 
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inundation threshold (Θ) and vehicle velocity (S) are kept constant at their mean values; the 573 

comparison is shown for fire station #2 only. For the 100-year scenario, both probabilistic and 574 

deterministic analyses provide similar results, highlighting the relative insignificance of 575 

considering sources of uncertainty for this scenario. However, for the 500-year scenario, the 576 

deterministic analysis almost corresponds to the upper confidence bounds of the probabilistic 577 

analysis, and a larger time period of complete loss of accessibility to the NaTech site is predicted. 578 

In the deterministic analysis, a road only becomes operational again when the water depth is strictly 579 

less than 0.6; however, in the probabilistic analysis, the road could become operational earlier 580 

depending on the distribution of Θ, resulting in lower mean connectivity metric values. This is of 581 

significance for the 500-year scenario as several access roads to the refinery have water depths 582 

slightly above 0.6 m between t = 12 and 23 hours. Thus, for this specific scenario, neglecting the 583 

uncertainties associated with Θ and S yields conservative results for the accessibility analysis 584 

compared to the mean values of the probabilistic analysis. Finally, the wide confidence bounds 585 

observed for the 500-year scenario also highlight the future need to adequately quantify these 586 

sources of uncertainty; the distributions used in this paper are adopted as an illustrative example 587 

given the current lack of information. 588 

 589 
Figure 12. Quickest routes between fire stations and NaTech site before (t = 0 hr) and after 590 

(t = 29 hr) for storm scenarios: a) FEMA33 (100-year event); and b) FEMA36 (500-year 591 

event). The quickest route shown after a storm is the mode route. 592 

Overall, the above results for the case study area demonstrate that the integrated framework is an 593 

efficient tool to evaluate the accessibility of potential NaTech events to emergency responders 594 

during and after storm events. The integrated framework can provide useful information such as 595 
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the level of network disruption when a NaTech event could occur, the likelihood and ability to 596 

reach such NaTech events, the routes that should be used to access these events, the confidence 597 

levels regarding the accessibility of these events, and the emergency resources that should be 598 

prioritized. In turn, this information can provide for better emergency and mitigation planning to 599 

potentially reduce the impacts of a NaTech event during severe storm surge events. 600 

4.2.2. Worker Accessibility after a Storm Surge Event 601 

The proposed integrated framework is also employed to evaluate the accessibility of the refinery 602 

to workers in order to repair critical infrastructure and restart operations after a storm. As 603 

mentioned earlier, this issue was reported by industry managers following recent storms in the 604 

Gulf Coast [12]. Since the exact locations of workers in the case study area are unknown, the 605 

accessibility analysis is performed at the neighborhood level. The different residential 606 

neighborhoods where refinery workers may live were delineated using the US Census block groups 607 

(BGs); BGs are a geographical unit with a population ranging between 600 and 3,000 people and 608 

are commonly used as proxies for neighborhoods [16]. Using aerial imagery, the road network 609 

nodes closest to the main residential areas in each of the BGs were then identified. A node central 610 

to the refinery was also employed to assess connectivity, as shown in Fig. 13. The network 611 

accessibility analysis was then performed to assess the connectivity between each node 612 

representing a residential neighborhood and the refinery at the end of the storm scenarios. Severely 613 

flooded neighborhoods during a storm (i.e., neighborhoods with more than 1.0 m of inundation) 614 

were excluded from the analysis, given potential of evacuated residents or personal hardships that 615 

may preclude these residents from immediately returning to work [47,48].  616 

Results of the accessibility analysis between residential neighborhoods and the refinery are shown 617 

in Fig. 13; results are only shown for the 500-year storm scenario as limited insight was obtained 618 

from the 100-year scenario. Fig. 13a presents the mean connectivity loss (
29( )t

O DCL


 ) between each 619 

neighborhood and the refinery after the storm, while Fig. 13b shows the mean travel time increase 620 

ratio ( O DTI  ) after the storm. The travel time increase ratio is defined as
29 0( ) ( )

O D O D

t t

O DTI T T 

 

  . 621 

While the probability of non-connectivity to the refinery is null for all neighborhoods after the 622 

storm, certain neighborhoods suffered significant connectivity loss as observed in Fig. 13a. Before 623 

the storm, workers in the neighborhoods located east of the refinery were the closest ones to the 624 

refinery. However, after the storm, the travel distance to reach the refinery increased significantly 625 
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for these workers due to bridge failures; connectivity loss reaches values up to 0.8 for the 626 

neighborhoods located east of the refinery. This also resulted in travel time increases by a factor 627 

up to 3.8 for these neighborhoods, as shown in Fig. 13b. On average, after the storm, travel times 628 

for workers located north of the refinery are 5 to 15 minutes shorter than for workers located east. 629 

Before the storm, workers located east of the refinery could reach the refinery up to 5 minutes 630 

before workers located to the north. Moreover, this comparison assumes that workers know exactly 631 

which route to take to reach the refinery. While route changes are minor for workers located north 632 

of the refinery, they are significant for workers located to the east; it is unlikely that these workers 633 

would be fully aware of these changes, potentially resulting in further accessibility issues. As some 634 

facilities request essential or emergency designated workers to live within a certain radius of the 635 

facility, the above results suggest that such workers may not necessarily be in the best position to 636 

access the facility after a storm compared to workers living further away. The overall network 637 

topology, water crossing features, infrastructure vulnerability and hazard potential play an 638 

important role in determining ideal proximity. Thus, the integrated framework offers valuable 639 

information to better manage personnel and critical activities following a severe storm. 640 

 641 

Figure 13. (a) Mean connectivity loss (
29( )



t

O DCL ); and (b) mean travel time increase ratio 642 

( O DTI ) between worker neighborhoods and the refinery at the end (t = 29 hr) for storm 643 

scenario FEMA36 (500-year event). 644 

5. Summary and Conclusions 645 

This study developed an integrated framework to efficiently evaluate the accessibility of 646 

potentially vulnerable petrochemical facilities, where NaTech events could occur, to emergency 647 
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responders and facility workers during and after a storm surge event. First, storm surge modeling 648 

was coupled with AST fragility models to determine the potential location of NaTech events and 649 

the time period when NaTech events are likely to occur during a storm scenario. Then, coastal 650 

bridge fragility models and GIS analysis were employed to determine road network disruptions 651 

such as bridge failures and road inundations. Finally, a probabilistic network analysis was 652 

performed to propagate uncertainties associated with the network disruptions and to quantify the 653 

time evolution of select accessibility metrics. As a proof of concept, the proposed framework was 654 

applied to a case study area and petrochemical facility in Texas, and for two synthetic storm 655 

scenarios of increasing intensity. The integrated framework was first employed to determine the 656 

time-evolving accessibility of NaTech events to emergency responders and then to evaluate the 657 

accessibility of the case study petrochemical facility to workers in order to repair critical 658 

infrastructure and restart operations after a storm.  659 

Results of the accessibility analysis highlighted the importance of considering the structural 660 

vulnerability of critical transportation infrastructure during flood or storm surge events. Results 661 

showed that considering the potential for bridge failures is critical to obtaining a realistic time 662 

evolution of road network accessibility and recovery. Only accounting for road inundations, as 663 

previous studies have done, can significantly underestimate network disruptions when storm surge 664 

recedes. In turn, this can lead to inaccurate network accessibility and recovery assessments. 665 

Moreover, the results presented here revealed the importance of considering and propagating the 666 

sources of uncertainty associated with network disruptions in the analysis. Performing a 667 

deterministic network analysis was shown to provide overly conservative accessibility results for 668 

the scenarios considered, and furthermore, the lack of insight on confidence levels can undermine 669 

the value of such results for practical decision-making purposes. The effects of uncertainties were 670 

also found to be primarily significant for severe storm surge scenarios for which major disruptions 671 

in the road network are expected including bridge failures, while they were negligible for smaller 672 

storm surge events with a smaller geographic footprint and more limited network disruptions. 673 

With respect to findings for case study area, the framework provided useful insights, such as the 674 

level of network disruption during the time period when NaTech events are likely to occur; the 675 

likelihood, travel time, and travel distance to reach the NaTech events; and the confidence levels 676 

regarding the accessibility results. Results indicated that the accessibility of the case study facility 677 
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is highly restricted during severe storm surge events. During a 500-year scenario, the location of 678 

NaTech events at the facility could be inaccessible or hardly accessible for almost 20 hours, 679 

thereby significantly affecting mitigation and emergency activities to limit the potential impacts 680 

of such NaTech events. However, results also demonstrated that during less severe storm events, 681 

such as a 100-year scenario, emergency responders would have continuous and almost unaffected 682 

access to the location of potential NaTech events. Furthermore, results of the accessibility analysis 683 

indicated that the fire stations located closest to the petrochemical facility were not necessarily the 684 

best suited to access the NaTech site. Due to network disruptions, especially bridge failures, fire 685 

stations located further away might have better connectivity and shorter travel times than the 686 

closest stations. Similar findings were also obtained for the post-storm accessibility of the facility 687 

to workers, highlighting the benefits of the proposed framework to better manage personnel and 688 

emergency resources, which are both often limited during and after a severe storm. 689 

Overall, the results and findings presented here demonstrate that the proposed integrated 690 

framework offers a powerful tool to identify the locations of potential NaTech events, determine 691 

the potential for road network disruptions, and evaluate the accessibility of potential NaTech 692 

events to emergency responders and workers during and after storm events. The integrated 693 

framework can provide useful insights to industry managers and decision makers in order to 694 

improve risk assessment and emergency planning before a storm, facilitate mitigation and 695 

emergency activities during a storm, manage resources and personnel more efficiently, and 696 

ultimately reduce the potential impacts of NaTech events during and after a storm. A limitation of 697 

this study is the use of deterministic and synthetic storm surge scenarios in the illustrative cases. 698 

Future work will improve the proposed methodology by considering the uncertainties associated 699 

with storm surge modeling and prediction, and by coupling the integrated framework with real-700 

time surge prediction tools (i.e. [49]) to provide accessibility data to industry managers before and 701 

during actual storm surge events. Finally, future work will also include the effects of sources of 702 

uncertainties regarding behavioral factors and disruption awareness, as well as additional sources 703 

of disruptions such as the structural vulnerability of roadways and the effects of debris. 704 
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